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Newspaper Duma
www.duma.bg
Newspaper Word chose content management system
FACE CONTROL for the creation and development of
its online edition. Specific for this site is that its
structure is more dynamic in comparison with the
book version. Beyond the traditional news programs
there are created blogs in which journalists publish
their own comments. There are all periodicals of the
paper. Sections, united under the name Media Center
include video, photo gallery, cartoons. Each
publication is an integrated form for readers'
comments. It is exported to consumers in a separate
microsite. After 3 weeks of training, the customer
self-supports her website.
“Who’s To Blame?”
www.koitievinovem.com
The TV show “Who’s to blame?” chose FACE
CONTROL™- Content Management System for their
site management. The structure of the website is
created in a way to maintain dynamic interactive
connections between the working team of the TV show
and the TV audience. There is a special section
“upload” there people can add / upload different
viewers’ pictures and videos. By the decision of the
editors some of the uploaded materials are used in the
next episode of the TV show, the rest of them are
published on the website. “Your opinion” is the module
for feedback form. The upcoming TV shows are
presented with short announcements, trailers, a
survey about the discussed topic and a guest list.
There is a separate section where the viewers can
watch the full previous episodes of the TV show.
Diema Vision TV Channels
www.diema.bg
The website matches the ambition of Diema to
continue to hold the position of one of the biggest
cable TV channels in Bulgaria. The site was created
with the CMS Face Control and consists of three main
sites, each of which represents the three different
faces of the media: Diema Television as the main
channel, Diema Family as a channel dedicated to the
entertainment for everyone in the family and Diema 2
which concentrates on sports and especially on the
games from the English Premier League which Diema
holds the rights to. The designs of the websites are
similar and yet retain a certain amount of individuality.
The TV schedule can be seen immediately on the
home pages as well as information on the Premier
League games. The websites contain sections with
brief information on all films, series, animated series,
shows which can be viewed. There is a separate Press
Site for information for journalists and a forum for the
viewers.
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The MMTV Awards
nagradite.mmtv.bg
The MMTV Awards website was created in honor of the
upcoming 10the Annual MMTV Awards event. All
nominees are presented to the general public though
text, image and video materials.
The website also includes news, history, gallery and
video sections. The users of the website may express
their musical opinions by voting via online form and
thus partake in the process of determining the
winners.

OnTheWeb
www.ontheweb.bg
OnTheWeb is a unique website for Bulgaria. It
functions as a web-portal with independent, original,
high-quality, authors’ content provided by experts in
their fields on a quite broad scale of subjects. News
concentrates on major ongoing events in world
politics, presents and analyzes them in depth and with
precision. Music contains sincere and profound
comments on different styles of music, concerts,
artists from the closest point of view – that of their
fellow-musicians. Sports is dedicated mainly to
Formula 1 and traditional British sports, while keeping
track of all important sports events in the country and
in the world. Films is not just a place to read a review,
but also to learn about new tendencies, compare and
find out-of-the-ordinary links between the films. Arts
envelops information and personal opinions on classic
and modern art, theatre and photography as seen by
the eyes of artists. Style shows not only the latest
tendencies and fashion events, but relates to the
connection of fashion with other aspects of life style. It
also contains a great database of shops. Sci-Tech is
intended for popular science and gadgets and reveals
curiosities and novelties in an entertaining way.
The website gives its viewers the possibility to watch
video, vote in polls, comment freely on the content. It
contains great databases and has the ambition of
becoming the first and biggest of its kind in Bulgaria.
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Argent Media
www.region.bg
Region.bg is the only existing website in Bulgaria
which contains daily local news from all the regions in
Bulgaria. It is the largest database of its kind. The site
is divided in sections according to region (Varna,
Burgas etc.) and according to subject (Politics, Sports
etc.) both of which can be used to filter separately or
combined. The portal also has three separate columns,
in which the Editor in Chief can choose Subject of the
Day, Editor’s Choice and a Press Overview (personal
comment on current events). It also contains a
detailed search section.

Radio France Internationale Sofia - RFI 103.6
www.rfi.bg
Radio France Internationale on-line. It contains- fresh
news, the weekly program, forum, program events,
gallery. The journalists can access themselves their
own information section via password and make
updates, publish commentary on the site in few
minutes. The first FACE CONTROL version- 1.3 is used
for this website creation, design development,
technical and editors’ support. The system haveforum, poll and feedback form. The multilevel
password access allows full control of the site editing
process.

Argent- Media Agency
www.argent-bg.net
Our client- Argent is a leading media agency,
specialized in:
-Planning and buying all types of media;
-Marketing, advertising and media analysis and
consultancy services.
The website created with FACE CONTROL – CMS,
provides up-to-date information about the media (TV,
radio, print, outdoor advertising, Internet, transport
adv., cinema and theaters, expositions, fairs, mobile
adv., underground and station adv.), pricing,
availability, media newsletter, researches, news, etc.
An advanced search engine, discussion forum and
internal database were integrated into the website.
The website is available in two languages- Bulgarian
and English version.
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MM TV
www.mmtv.bg
The most prominent Bulgarian Music Television MM
entrusted us with the creation of its website with the
CMS - FACE CONTROL. This site is the best Bulgarian
source of information about music, with daily news
and video news. The website has a built-in database
with the function of an internet artist encyclopedia of
Bulgarian and foreign artists. Each MMTV show and
anchor has its own microsite. The users can watch
videos, download music or play games, designed
specifically for the website. The shows have their own
polls
and
forums.
The website has an “On-Air” section that generates
automatically an “up to the minute” TV programs
schedule. Furthermore there is a password protected
section called MM Press, where journalist can obtain
press releases or subscribe for news clipping after a
free
registration.
The site is being administered by MMTV personnel that
have no IT background, but have passed training in
using the Content Management System FACE
CONTROL.
MEDIAPOOL.BG
www.mediapool.bg
The first Bulgarian daily updated informational Web
site. Our company is responsible for the technical
support of the prestigious site where one can find
reports, interviews and lots of other useful
information provided by some of the best Bulgarian
and international journalists.

